
Electronic Know-
Your-Customer 
(KYC) Solutions



Individuals from the ASEAN region has increased 
their usage of mobile applications to perform 
banking activities by 

79%

Reference: UOB Asean Consumer Sentiment Study 2021

This number is expected to increase in 
the next 6 months. 

https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/asean-business/staying-grounded-while-competing-digitally?utm_content=193363761&utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook&hss_channel=fbp-315965455924100


Leaving no stones unturned when
authenticating new or existing customers 

To make sure businesses will not be exposed to high 
risks of fraud, Piccopay offers a powerful solution that 
accurately confirms identities and searches possible 
hits using the best technologies and resources 
available.



Online 
Payment 
SolutionsID Document 

Recognition

Online 
Payment 
Solutions

Online 
Payment 
Solutions

AI powered OCR 
technology to extract 
ID document 
information.

ID Forgery

ML based models 
detecting fake or 
manipulated ID 

Liveness 
Detection

AI powered biometric 
detection to judge if 
it is a real person in 
front of the camera. 

Online 
Payment 
SolutionsFace 

Comparison

AI powered 
computer vision 
technology to detect 
if the selfie and ID 
card photo are the 
same person or not. 

Face Search

Utilize facial 
information to 
discover fraud history 
from transaction 
records. 

Customer Onboarding and Fraud Prevention
Our Customer Onboarding and Fraud Prevention solutions enables clients to conduct identity 
verification and fraud prevention remotely and digitally in numerous scenarios, which 
lessens the need for additional manpower, saves you time and makes the overall process 
efficient. 



ID Document Recognition 

Helps you comply to existing 
e-KYC/ AML regulations Higher Productivity 

Supports all mainstream ID 
documents in the Philippines

Technology is optimized to adopt 
to local standards

Ensures clarity of captured images 
in a complex environment

Our ID Document Recognition and Verification enables our clients to 
extract full-field ID document information and verify document 
authenticity by detecting various forgery types.



ID Forgery Detector

Detect fake or manipulated ID 
documents

Save time and resources in 
manually identifying fake IDs

Minimize risk of fraud 

Our fully automated ID forgery detection technology can quickly 
review and identify all types of forgeries at swift speed and with high 
accuracy.



Liveness Detection 

Experience safer online 
transactions by blocking the risks 
of having such attacks. 

Very simple user experience which 
requires little user interaction. 

Optimized to perform accurately 
within South and Southeast Asia 

Liveness Detection verifies the presence of the live person in front of 
the camera and prevents the fraud attacks such as photos, videos or 
masks. 



Face Comparison 

Checks similarity between two face 
images to determine whether it 
belongs to the same person

Digitize identity proofing process 
to ensure a simpler and better 
user experience

Reduces human error 

Face Comparison Technology checks the similarity given two face 
photos, usually a live selfie and an ID photo, during verification. Our 
technology is optimized for individual local markets in South and 
Southeast Asia, thus making sure that the facial visual characteristics 
are accounted for to ensure the high accuracy. 



Face Search 

Utilize facial information to 
discover fraud history from 
transaction records 

Optimized solution to various 
scenes 

Perfectly match with faceset 

Face Search Technology searches the face database for similar faces 
and returns the similarities given a face photo. It helps detect identity 
fraud risks via facial information in real time, as a compensation to no 
access to the national central face database. Through highly accurate 
face recognition, it effectively identifies ID fraud risks in transactions 
and help avoid further fraud actions. 



Other Services 



Facebook Detection 

The service verifies whether the mobile number is registered with a 
Facebook account. It can be used to identify whether the number is 
actively used, which provides evidence of fraud for underwriting and 
verifies the contact numbers for collection, therefore it helps identify 
potential fraud risk and improve the efficiency of collection.

The Inputs 

Mobile Number 

The Outputs 

Open/ Not Open

Blocked/ Not 
Blocked

Name of Account

Email Address



Social Media Detection 

The service verifies whether the mobile number is registered with 
WhatsApp/ Ecommerce/ Facebook/ Instagram. It can help identify if 
the mobile number is actively used and if the applicant shops online 
regularly, which will help institutions identify potential fraud risk.

The Inputs 

Mobile Number 

The Outputs 

Open/ Not Open

Blocked/ Not 
Blocked

Name of Account

Email Address



Email Detection 

The service gets the most comprehensive social media lookup 
available with data from 20+ social media sites, including user avatar, 
bio and profile info. It also confirms that the address is valid, gets 
detailed domain “who is” info and data breach lookup.

The Inputs 

Mobile Number 

The Outputs 

Open/ Not Open

Blocked/ Not 
Blocked

Name of Account

Email Address

Profile Photo

Up to 20 
Social Media 

Channels 



Get that advantage! 

High Accuracy Wide Coverage Diverse Purpose Broad dimension

Real Time Response Instant deployment to short 
development cycle

Reliable Sources Continuously 
updated database



Thank you! 

We’re headed somewhere exciting and we’d love to have 
you tag along in this adventure to redefine and set new 

standards of customer payment experiences.

Email us at hello@piccopay.sg
Visit our website at https://piccopay.sg/


